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Intro: Galaxy Interactions & Evolution
Galaxies are not “Island of Universes”, rather they
interact with neighboring galaxies and matters, and
are affected by environment.

Galaxy interactions (collisions) are common:
The extent of galaxy halos is comparable to the separation between them.
Most galaxies have interaction histories.

Galaxy interactions are one of the primary drivers of galaxy evolution
by rearranging the structure of the galaxies &
by triggering lots of the cosmic star formation, etc.

Intro: The key to understanding various
phenomena driven by interactions
--> Careful comparison of
multi-wavebands observations of nearby galaxies
with dynamical models
Observations in multi-wavebands reveal
important physical quantities, &
information about various physical processes in the systems.
Well-constrained numerical models provide:
direct laboratory experiments & analyses via simulated media,
predictions of the distributions of star formation, &
additional constrains or information about the systems.
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Figure 3. Morphology of the disks of the Antennae model every 50 Myr. On each row, the black line represents
tidal bridges and tails are created in the first 107 yr after the first passage, while the galaxies move apart. The b

Intro: Early Views on Peculiar Galaxies

Until the early 1970ʼs,
there was still much debate on the tidal deformation of interacting galaxies,
particularly for the very extended filamentary features observed:
- tidal origins?
- magnetic fields or bizarre explosions involved?

Intro: ʻGalactic Bridges & Tailsʼ
- A seminal work in the field of galaxy interactions & numerical models of encounters
- By Toomre & Toomre (1972)
- Used a simplistic stellar dynamics code

A retrograde passage

A prograde passage
1972ApJ...178..623T

1972ApJ...178..623T

Development of tidal bridges & tails
by a close planner encounter of a companion of equal mass:

1978IAUS...79..109T

Intro: Collisional Rings
Toomre (1978):
Collisions between a smaller companion
with a spiral victim
Smooth transitions from rings to spirals
Completeness & symmetry of rings
- offset of collision
- vertical component of velocity
Star Formation at the center & outer edge
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Stephanʼs Quintet
SQ is a relatively close (~94 Mpc), bright, and isolated system,
showing many interesting features of interactions.
---> It has been a popular object of study.
Although numerous observational & theoretical studies have helped
to understand many features in the group,
its evolutionary history and the effects of various interactions
have remained poorly understood due to its multiple violent interactions.
---> Dedicated simulations for SQ has been requested!
However, constraining models for a compact group is difficult.
No specific modeling has been performed for SQ before
- Renaud, Appleton, & Xu 2010 (just accepted, ApJ)
---> N-body stellar dynamics models
- Hwang, Struck, Renaud, & Appleton (about to submit)
---> SPH models, including gaseous component into the simulations

Membership of SQ
Stephanʼs Quintet (ʻSQʼ, HCG 92, Arp 319, VV 288):
- discovered by Edouard Stephan in 1877
- one of the first compact groups identified (Hickson 1982)
- a visual grouping of five galaxies (NGC 7317, 7318a/b, 7319, & 7320)
- NGC 7320 is a foreground galaxy
- instead, NGC 7320c is related to the group
- NGC 7320c is coming toward us with the large relative velocity,
having collided with the IGM, triggering the group-wide shock.

NGC 7320c
~ 6600 km/s

NGC 7318b

NGC 7318a

~ 5700 km/s

~ 6600 km/s

NGC 7319
(Seyfert 2)

~ 6600 km/s

6600 km/s ---> SQ Velocity, High-Vr
6000 km/s ---> IN Velocity, Intermediate-Vr
5700 km/s ---> IN Velocity, Low-Vr

NGC 7320
~ 800 km/s

NGC 7317
~ 6600 km/s

Members & Key Features
Eastern (G4)
Papa (G1)

SQ-A

Intruder (G3)
Mama (G2)
SQ-B

inner tail
IN-A

Western
N

outer tail
(diffuse)
A very deep blue image of SQ
(Credit : V. Martinez)

E

SQ seen in multi-wavebands
STARBURST IN STEPHANÏS QUINTET
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Papa
(Seyfert 2)

Seyfert 2

Foreground

WFC3 Hubble Space Telescope

ISOCAM 15 micron image

FIG. 1.ÈISOCAM LW3 (15 km) image (false color) of SQ Ðeld. The scale is in logarithm and the units are 0.1 mJy pixel~1 (pixel equals 6@@ ] 6@@). As shown
by the chromatometer, the range of the surface brightness shown in the Ðgure is [ 1 ¹ log [S
/(0.1 mJy pixel~1)] ¹ 2. The Ðve members of the group,
including the foreground galaxy NGC 7320, are clearly detected. Four other sources outside the15km
galaxies are marked in the image : source A and source B are
star formation regions associated with the group (see Table 1). Source C is a foreground star, and source D is a background galaxy.

(Credit: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble SM4 ERO Team)

Sources A & B: Star formation regions

both the 667/7 map and the 674/8 map, given that the transrest of the group (v ^ 6600 km s~1), CCD images of the
associated
with
the
missions
of the
twogroup
Ðlters for the 6000 km s~1 component
H È[N II] emission were obtained using two narrowband
a
are
only
about
half of the transmissions for the 5700 and
Ðlters, 667/7 and 674/8,
centered
at
6667
and
6737
A
!
with
Source
C:
A
foreground
star
6600 km s~1 components, respectively.
FWHM bandwidths of 66 and 76 A! , respectively. The transmission of the 667/7 Source
Ðlter for the H
line
redshift 0.019
D:
A ofbackground
galaxy (Xu et al. 1999)
a
2.3. Near-Infrared K@-Band Observation
(v \ 5700 km s~1) is 0.49, and for the H line of redshift
a
0.022 (6600 km s~1) is 0.04. The transmissions of the 674/8
A NIR K@-band (j \ 2.1 km) image of the central part of
0 the 3.5 m telescope of the observaÐlter for the same two components of the H emission are
SQ were obtained using
0.06 and 0.49, respectively. The 5700 km s~1 acomponent of
tory at Max Planck Institut at Calar Alto, Spain, mounted
the H È[N II] emission is therefore estimated from the
with the 256 ] 256 pixels (pixel size equal to 0A. 81) MAGIC
image aobtained using the 667/7 Ðlter, and the 6600 km s~1
camera. The observations were made in 1997 March. The
component is estimated from the 674/8 image. The continweather conditions were photometric, and stellar photouum in both images is subtracted using an R-band CCD
metry was consistent to D2% throughout the night. The
image of the same Ðeld. To enhance the sensitivity for the
seeing was about 1A. The image covers about 4@ ] 4@ sky

Xanthopoulos et al. 2002). With new high-sensitivity, high
angular resolution VLA imaging observations in two bands
(1.40 and 4.86 GHz), we aim to constrain the spectral indices of individual sources. We also try to detect the polarization, particularly in the shock front region, in an attempt to
constrain the magnetic field.
In order to image the radio continuum brightness, polarization, and spectral index distributions of SQ, we observed
SQ with the VLA at 1.4 GHz in B configuration for 5 hr on
1999 November 15 and at 4.86 GHz in C configuration for 8
hr on 2000 April 27. During both observations, the source
3C 48 (S1:40 GHz ¼ 16:19 Jy, S4:86 GHz ¼ 5:52 Jy; Baars et al.
1977) was used to calibrate the fringe amplitudes to the
updated VLA flux density scale. The polarization position
angles were determined from 3C 138, and the nearby source
J2236+284 was used as the phase calibrator.
Contours:
Radio
continuum
at 1.4were
GHz
Preliminary total
intensity
(Stokes I ) images
made
(VLA
B
configuration)
and cleaned by the AIPS task IMAGR. To maximize sur-

for primary-beam attenuation. The rms noise levels are
! % 25 lJy beam$1 at 1.40 GHz and ! % 17 lJy beam$1 at
4.86 GHz. Matching Stokes Q and U images were also
made, and they have somewhat lower noise levels. No linearly polarized emission brighter than 50 lJy beam$1 was
found in any component of SQ at either 1.40 or 4.86 GHz.

SQ seen in multi-wavebands

Image: R-band

3.2. Radio Continuum Images

In Figure 4 we present the total intensity contour maps of
the 1.40 and 4.86 GHz images, both overlaid on an R-band
CCD image (Xu et al. 1999).
The following radio sources are visible in these maps, and
their fitted parameters are listed in Table 3:

1. There is a strong steep-spectrum source whose centroid at " ¼ 22h 36m 03 955, # ¼ þ33' 580 32>6 (J2000.0) overContours : Hα + [N II]
laps the optical nucleus of the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 7319 at
0 33>2. We fitted this source
¼ þ33' 58km/s
" ¼ 22h 36m 03 956, #(~6600
& ~5700 km/s)

Image :XU,
Kʼ SULENTIC,
(2.1 micron)
& TUFFS

180

Vol. 512

Bleu : R-band
Green : Hα
Red : 8-micron

~ 40 kpc

(Xu et al. 2003)

(Xu et al. 1999)

Credit : NASA/ JPL-Caltech/ Max-Planck Institute/
FIG. 2.ÈK@ (2.1 km) image overlaid by contours of the H È[N II] emission, covering the same Ðeld of sky as in Fig. 1. The K@ image is in logarithmic scale.
Fig. 4.—Left: Contours of the radio continuum atThe
1.40
(VLAofBtheconfiguration)
overlaid
onabyandi†erent
R-band
CCD
image. of
The
is 90are
lJy
Appleton
twoGHz
components
H È[N II] emission
are marked
colors
: the contours
the lowest
6600 km contour
s~1 component
in red, and P.
those
of the 5700 (SSC/ Caltech)
a
km s~1 component
are incontinuum
blue. The twoat
contour
sets have
the same
levels, which areoverlaid
0.3, 0.9, 2.7,
and
24.3 ]
10~16 ergs
cm~2 s~1 pixel~1 (pixel equals
of the radio
4.86 GHz
(VLA
C configuration)
on8.1,the
same
R-band
image.
beam$1, and the spacing is equal to 2 in ratio. Right: Contours
533 ] 0A
. 533).
Ðrst For
contour
level
is chosen
to the
hide FWHM
most of theofresiduals
of the continuum
to
2 inThe
ratio.
both
radio
maps
the synthesized
beamsubtraction,
is 6>0. the most important source of the errors of the
The lowest contour is 50 lJy beam$1, and the spacing is0A.equal

The shock front
seems
beof associated
1@ (D25 kpc at D \ 80 Mpc,
where H \to
75) north
NGC
Mpc the 15 kmwith
Ñux density of source A corresponds to a
0 It covers a region of
7318b and about 1@ west of NGC 7319.
luminosity (lL ) L
\ 4.8 ] 108 L , about 30 times
l
D30A, and its peak surface
brightness
in thekm/s
15 km map component
is
higher than the L 15k(1.7 ] 107 L ) of_ the foreground Sd
the
6600
15k
galaxy NGC 7320 (assumed to be at_10 Mpc ; Table 1).
second only to that of the Sy2 nucleus of NGC 7319. At 80

H È[N II] maps.
a

TABLE 1
MIR, H , AND NIR FLUXES OF SOURCES IN STEPHANÏS QUINTET
a
Source
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC

7319 . . . . . . . . . .
7318a . . . . . . . . .
7318b . . . . . . . . .
7318a/be . . . . . .

R.A.
(J2000)

Decl.
(J2000)

Type

v
r
(km s~1)

f a
15k
(mJy)

Hb
a
(10~13 ergs cm2 s~1)

EW(H )c
a
(A! )

K@ d
21
(mag)

22 36 03.5
22 35 56.7
22 35 58.4
...

]33 58 33
]33 57 56
]33 57 58
...

SBb (Sy2)
Epec
SBbc
...

6764
6630
5774
...

79.8
...
...
19.3

1.41 ^ 0.30
...
...
1.08 ^ 0.16

7.6 ^ 2.5
...
...
5.0 ^ 1.2

10.03
...
...
9.23
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G. Trinchieri et al.: Shock in SQ

SQ seen in multi-wavebands

0.5-8 keV
01:00

01:00

gaussian smoothing

34:00:00

1

34:00:00

NGC

NGC

7320c

NGC

5

10
8

13

4
9

58:00

11

3

58:00

Contours : XMM Newton EPIC-MOS X-ray (0.3~3
keV) et al.: SQ with X
700
G. Trinchieri

2

6

57:00
14

7319

59:00

59:00

57:00

7

Image : deep B-band

56:00

56:00

NGC

20

10

22:36:00

50

54:00

7320

NGC

55:00

55:00

54:00

7318 ab

12

20

10

7317

22:36:00

50

Contours
: Chandra X-ray 34:00:00.0
Fig. 1. Left: Full field Chandra image (ACIS-S: back-illuminated chip S3 only) of SQ in the 0.5–8 keV energy range with X-ray contours
and source numbers (see Sect. 2.2) superimposed. The map is binned with 1 × 1 pixels and smoothed with a bidimensional Gaussian filter
(0.5~3
superimposed keV)
on the blue DSS2 image of the field. Galaxies are identified, and the ACIS-S field of view is
(σ = 4 ). Right: X-ray contours
indicated.
Image : B-band
!!

!!

!!

59:00.0

33:59:00

58:30

58:00.0

33:58:00

57:30

08

foreground galaxy NGC 7320) or, in some cases, may be unrelated background sources (see Table 1).
Figure 2 presents a closer look at the X-ray emission most
unambiguously associated with SQ. The soft (0.5–3.0 keV)
X-ray contours are shown overlayed on an average of CFHT
B-band images kindly provided by C. Mendes de Oliveira (see
Plana et al. 1999; Mendes de Oliveira et al. 2001; S01 for discussion of the images). The complex X-ray emission that was
detected in previous ROSAT observations (Pietsch et al. 1997;
S01) is clearly resolved into two main components almost certainly associated with SQ: 1) complex clumpy and extended
emission centered on a radio continuum/optical emission-line
emitting shock zone and 2) emission from the Seyfert nucleus
in NGC 7319. Additional sources detected do not always have
obvious optical counterparts, although they appear to be associated with the galaxies in several cases (the central region of
NGC 7318a, and associations in Table 1).
Figure 3 shows Chandra images in different energy ranges.
Comparison of the images shows that the extended X-ray emission is found only below ∼2 keV, and more compact sources
coincident with the Seyfert 2 nucleus of NGC 7319 and an unresolved source SW of the NGC 7318a nucleus and apparently
coincident with one of the new intruder emission regions (#14
in Fig. 7 of S01) are prominent at higher energies.

06

04

02

22:36:00

35:58

56

54

Fig. 2. A zoomed X-ray contour map (0.5–3 keV) of the main concentration of X-ray photons. Contours are superimposed on a CFHT
B-band image of the field. The X-ray data are smoothed with an adaptive filter and 2.5σ as the lowest significance of the signal within the
kernel.

(Trinchieri et al. 2003)

resolution, covering different portions of the field and in different energy bands. We applied a Gaussian filter or an adaptive smoothing filter using the csmooth routine in the CIAO
package (FFT method, and using 2.5σ as the minimal significance of the signal within the kernel). The left panel of Figure 1
presents an X-ray image of the entire back-illuminated CCD
chip (S3) with X-ray contours superimposed. The right panel
shows X-ray contours superposed on an optical B-band image from the DSS2. Considerable extended emission is concentrated within the core of the compact group. Additional sources
are associated with the galaxies (members of SQ and the

57:00.0

33:56:00.0
20.0

10.0

2.1. Distribution of extended X-ray emission

22:36:00.0

35:50.0
(Trinchieri et al. 2005)

Fig. 4. (Left) Merged EPIC-MOS contours superimposed on a deep R-band im
0.3−3.0 keV band X-ray data were smoothed with an adaptive algorithm befor
of X-ray emission. (Right) Optical R band contours superimposed on a “true” c
bands: red: 0.3−1.5 keV; green = 1.5−2.5 keV; blue = 2.5−6.0 keV. Contours w

Diffuse emission in SQ extends from NE of the Seyfert 2 nucleus of NGC 7319 to SW of the nucleus of NGC 7318a.
Elongated clumpy NS structure lies near the center of more diffuse emission. We derived azimuthally averaged radial profiles
of the extended emission in several energy bands and in several
ranges of position angle. The goal of the radial profile analysis
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CLUVER ET AL.

Vol.

SQ seen in multi-wavebands
Contours : Spitzer MIR
H2 rotational line emission
Image : B-band
QUINTET.
I. IN STEPHAN’S QUINTET. I.
2 LINE COOLING IN STEPHAN’S
No. 1,H2010
H LINE
COOLING
(Cluver et al. 2010)
2

254
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251

252

CLUVER
ET AL.
Correlation between
H2 and
X-ray distributions

CLUVER ET AL.

Vol.

Vol. 710

Figure 5. [Ne ii]12.81 µm and [Ne iii]15.56 µm emission compared to the distribution of H2 S(1) emission. Contour levels are as follows (in units of MJy
(a) 0.22, 0.4, 0.57, 0.75, 0.92, 1.1 and (b) 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.13, 0.16, 0.18, 0.2, 0.23, 0.25.

(Cluver et al. 2010)

Figure 5. [Ne ii]12.81 µm and [Ne iii]15.56 µm emission compared to the distribution of H2 S(1) emission. Contour levels are as follows (in units of MJy sr−1 ):
(a) 0.22, 0.4, 0.57, 0.75, 0.92, 1.1 and (b) 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.13, 0.16, 0.18, 0.2, 0.23, 0.25.

Little correlations between 8 micron and H2 distributions

Figure 3. X-ray image from XMM-Newton (Trinchieri et al. 2005) in the 1.5–2.5 keV band with (a) H2 S(0) contours and (b) H2 S(3) contours overlaid. Also sh
are 1.4 GHz radio continuum images from the VLA (Xu et al. 2003) with (c) H2 S(0) contours and (d) H2 S(3) contours overlaid. Contours levels are as in Figur

(Cluver et al. 2010)

Figure 6. Dust as tracers of star formation. The 11.3 µm PAH contours overlaid on (a) the NUV, (b) an 8 µm image, and (c) a 24 µm image. By comparison, t
0-0 S(1) contours show little correlation with the 8 µm image (as shown in d). Contour levels are as follows (in units of MJy sr−1 ): (a), (b), and (c) are 0.2, 0.35
0.65, 0.8. Contour levels for (d) are as in Figure 2(b).
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HI distribution

WILLIAMS, YUN, & VERDES-MONTENEGRO

Most of the HI gas are found outside the members
in 5 physically distinct components,
(“Arc-N”, “Arc-S”, “NW-HV”, “NW-LV”, & “SW”),
in 3 discrete velocity bands
(high, intermediate, & low Vr ranges).

Fig. 8.—(a) Map of the H i column density distribution in HCG 92 in the velocity range 6475–6755 km s!1 superposed in the same R image sh
The POSS image has been used for the eastern part of the field. The contours are 5.8, 12, 18, 23, 29, 44, 58, 73, and 87 " 1019 atoms cm!2 and t
beam is 19>4 " 18>6. (b) Map of the first-order moment of the radial velocity field. The numbers indicate heliocentric velocities in kilometers per

~ 6600 km/s

5.1.3. Southwest Feature

The remaining H i detected toward the quintet resides in a
diffuse cloud just south of NGC 7318A/B (Fig. 11). This
feature was originally detected by Shostak et al. (1984), who
named it ‘‘ West B ’’, and we identify it as the SW component in Table 4. With the IF band centered at 1394.3 MHz
(5597 km s!1), we successfully detected emission in 10 velocity channels (Fig. 12). The systemic velocity of the SW feature is at 5700 km s!1 (Table 4) and is consistent with the

NW-HV

No. 5, 2002

STEPHAN’S QUINTET

value obtained by Shostak et al. (1984). Both t
integrated H i image (Fig. 11) and the channel
12) suggest that this feature consists of two lar
The northern clump spatially coincides with the t
seen just south of NGC 7318A and a second stre
features and H! sources seen further south. T
clump is located about 10 (25 kpc) south, and n
H! emission are associated with it.
The H i peaks of the SW feature have a much
umn density than the peaks associated with the

2423

~ 6000 km/s

WILLIAMS, YUN, & VERDES-MONTENEGRO
WILLIAMS, YUN, & VERDES-MONTENEGRO

~ 6600 km/s

Arc-N

NW-LV
2428

WILLIAMS, YUN, & VERDES-MONTENEGRO

Fig. 9.—(a) Map of the H i column density distribution in HCG 92 in the velocity range 5959–6068 km s!1 superposed in the same R image sh
The POSS image has been used for the eastern part of the field. The contours are 5.8, 12, 18, 23, 29, 44, 58, and 73 " 1019 atoms cm!2 and the syn
is 19>4 " 18>6. (b) Map of the first-order moment of the radial velocity field in the same velocity range as in Fig. 9a. The numbers indica
velocities in kilometers per second.

~ 5700 km/s

~ 6600 km/s

Map of the H i column density distribution in HCG 92 in the velocity range 6475–6755 km s!1 superposed in the same R image shown in Fig. 1.
e has been used for the eastern part of the field. The contours are 5.8, 12, 18, 23, 29, 44, 58, 73, and 87 " 1019 atoms cm!2 and the synthesized
18>6. (b) Map of the first-order moment of the radial velocity field. The numbers indicate heliocentric velocities in kilometers per second.

(Williams et al. 2002)

value obtained by Shostak et al. (1984). Both the velocity
Fig. 5.—Map of the total
H i column density distribution
in HCG 92 superposed
same Rand
image as the
in Fig. 1.channel
The POSS image has
been used for(Fig.
the
integrated
H i image
(Fig.on the11)
maps
eastern part of the field. The integration range is from 5597 to 6918 km s and the contours are 5.8, 15, 23, 32, 44, 61, 87, 120, 180 ! 10 atoms cm . The
synthesized beam is 19>4 ! 18>6.
ning H i detected toward the quintet resides in a
12) suggest that this feature consists of two large clumps.
d just south of NGC 7318A/B (Fig. 11). umn
This
The northern clump spatially
coincides with the tidal feature
density between (1–4) ! 10 atoms cm . Even
found no evidence of low-redshift H! sources in the souththough
this
reported
surface
brightness
is
well
above
the
ern
optical
tail
and concluded
that it isstream
a backgroundof
feature
originally
detected by Shostak et al. (1984), same
who
seen
just
south of NGC 7318A
and
a second
tidal
g. 6.—Map of the H i column density distribution in HCG 92 Arc-N (a) and Arc-S (b) superposed in the VLA
R sensitivity
image shown in
Fig. 1.
The x
POSS
image
limit
(see
5.2),
it was not imaged in our
to NGC 7320. Our H i data confirm this finding. The simisynthesized
beam
is Sullivan (1980). As we
een
used for
eastern
part density
of the
field.
The
contours
are
12,and
18,the
23, 29,(b)44,
58, 73, and
10 Ratoms
g.
6.—Map
ofthe
the
H i column
distribution
in HCG
921.5,
Arc-N
Arc-S
superposed
in 87
the$
same
imagecm
shown
in the
Fig.
1. 6The
POSS
image
VLA
map,
norand
in
Fig.
of
Allen
&
larity
between
the
shape
of
the
H
i
emission
and
the
optical
West
B
’’,
and
we
identify
it5.8,(a)as
SW
compofeatures and H! sources seen further south. The second
5.1.3. Southwest Feature
Arc-S

"1

20

19

19

!2

!2

"2

19

SW

"2

Fig. 11.—(a) Map of the H i column density distribution in HCG 92 in the velocity range 5597–5789 km s"1 superpo
Fig. 1. The POSS image has been used for the eastern part of the field. The contours are 5.8, 15, 23, 32, and 41 # 1019 atom
19>4 # 18>6. (b) Map of the first-order moment of the radial velocity field in the same velocity range as in Fig. 11a. The num
in kilometers per second.

SQ seen in multi-wavebands
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CLUVER ET AL.

clouds experiencing slower sh
both hot X-ray gas and cooler
consequence of the multipha
material.
Modeling of the H2 excita
demonstrates that the emissio
locity (∼5–20 km s−1 ) magne
(~ 6600 km/s)
within the dense (nH > 103 cm
survive long enough to be hea
component, tapping into the l
the shock. This picture is con
line width (870 km s−1 ) measu
trometer observations of Apple
center of the warm H2 (based o
see Appendix B) which places
between the intruder and the
(Cluver et al. 2001)
surements are consistent with H
post-shocked layer.
Figure
10. Schematic
diagram
of the H i distribution
HI seemed
to be
converted
into in SQ, from Williams et al.
(2002), and the Hα emission (Xu et al. 1999), with the H2 0-0 S(1) emission
Intermediate pre-shock dens
both
a
hot
X-ray
component
and
a
warm
H2
component
overlaid. The gray dots represent the locations of the core galaxies in the group
result in regions of H i and H i
as shown in Figure 1.
dust content has been destroy
existing giant molecular cloud
from that produced in the shock. To address this, we use the
embedded in the H i gas wo
[Ne ii] 12.81 µm and [Ne iii] 15.56 µm maps to mask areas ascollapse quickly, thus forming
sociated with star formation (see Section 3.3) and determine a
for SQ-A by Xu et al. (2003), m
lower limit for the [Ne ii] 12.81 µm/[Ne iii] 15.56 µm ratio in
However, if this was the case
the shock of ∼4.54. This value corresponds to a shock velocity

Dynamical History & Model Constrains
No. 5, 2002

STEPHAN’S QUINTET
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Past dynamical history:
---> 3 scenarios
- two long parallel tidal tails
- stripping of most of the HI from Papa
(and other involving members)

Current dynamical state:
- Intruder is colliding though the IGM at a high speed (~900 km/s),
triggering the large-scale shock.

Fig. 5.—Map of the total H i column density distribution in HCG 92 superposed on the same R image as in Fig. 1. The POSS image has been used for the
eastern part of the field. The integration range is from 5597 to 6918 km s"1 and the contours are 5.8, 15, 23, 32, 44, 61, 87, 120, 180 ! 1019 atoms cm"2. The
synthesized beam is 19>4 ! 18>6.

Relatively close past ~ current:
- Intruder looks still intact
==> entering the group for the first time?

umn density between (1–4) ! 1020 atoms cm"2. Even
though this reported surface brightness is well above the
VLA sensitivity limit (see x 5.2), it was not imaged in our
VLA map, nor in Fig. 6 of Allen & Sullivan (1980). As we
discuss in x 5.2, we suspect that the difference is related to
the effect of residual radar interference and unstable levels
in the continuum emission that compromised the quality of
the WSRT data.
The intensity-weighted mean velocity map (Fig. 8b)
shows nearly constant line-of-sight velocity along the entire
length of Arc-N. In contrast, the velocity gradient observed
along Arc-S is monotonic and nearly linear, characteristic
of a streaming motion typically associated with tidal tails
(e.g., Hibbard & Mihos 1995). The radial velocity increases
by 100 km s"1 over an angular distance of 2<5 (62 kpc) in a
northwestern direction across this fainter tail. Shostak et al.
(1984) did not detect this feature; instead, they report a similar velocity gradient across Arc-N that the VLA does not
confirm.
All of the H! regions cited above have been cataloged by
Arp (1973) as high-redshift objects, i.e., optical sources with
radial velocities between 5700 and 6700 km s"1. C1 has a
redshift greater than 6500 km s"1. The ionized gas has radial
motions consistent with that of the H i gas detected in the
directions of both optical tidal tails. Moles et al. (1998)

- however, seems to have experienced tidal disruption
==> might interacted (with Mama) before!

found no evidence of low-redshift H! sources in the southern optical tail and concluded that it is a background feature
to NGC 7320. Our H i data confirm this finding. The similarity between the shape of the H i emission and the optical
tails and the spatial correlation between the H i emission
peaks and high-redshift H! regions would indicate that the
gas in the tidal tails is associated with the quartet rather than
with the disk of NGC 7320.
5.1.2. NW Features

H i emission north of NGC 7318 is detected in two
compact clouds at two distinct velocities, projected along
the same direction at !1950.0 = "1<2, "1950.0 = 0<25, near
the crossing point of the two tidal features (Figs. 8 and
9) north of NGC 7318A/B. In the intermediate-frequency
(IF) band centered at 1389.9 MHz (6595 km s"1), emission around this position is present in 12 velocity channels (Fig. 7) and contained within a slightly resolved
feature, NW-HV (Fig. 9b). This feature was first discovered with WSRT by Shostak et al. (1984). It shows a
large velocity gradient along a position angle of #50$ ,
with the mean radial velocity increasing 60 km s"1 to the
SW over an angular distance of 0<7 or 17.3 kpc (Fig. 8b).
In the higher IF band centered at 1392.5 MHz (6025 km

3 Scenarios for the Parallel Tails
Involving Papa, Eastern, and/or Mama:
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(A) Both tails produced simultaneously
by an encounter of Eastern with Papa (Moles et al. 1997):
- the same formation age for the parallel tail
- parallel tails are not seen frequently

1972ApJ...178..623T
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(B) The outer and inner tails produced one after one
by two (or more) encounters of Eastern with Papa

33:59:00

58:30

(Moles et al. 1997; Sulentic et al. 2001):

33:58:00

- 1st: at least 500 Myr ago
- 2nd: as recently as 200 Myr ago
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Fig. 9. A very schematic view of the presumed path of the old intruder
(c) The outer tail produced by an encounter of Eastern with Papa,
and
then
NGC 7320c. The
image of
new intruder NGC 7318b is suppressed
(shaded out) since it was not in SQ at the time.
the inner tail by an encounter of Mama with Papa (Xu et al. 2005)
Moles et al. (1997) proposed a dynamical model for SQ to
- but, slow passage of Eastern require more time
explain the observational evidence. Using a larger body of multiwavelength data, S01 recently evaluated and tested their “two
- UV inner tail ==> Mama / Papa
intruder” scenario, that interprets twin tidal tails as the products
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of two subsequent passages of NGC 7320c, the old intruder,
through the group (cf. Fig. 9). The new intruder, NGC 7318b,
is now entering SQ with a relative line of sight velocity of
∼1000 km s −1 . Some aspects of the two intruder scenario are
not shared by all investigators (e.g. Williams et al. 2002), but
there is a consensus about the evidence of past and present shows that emission line ra
episodes of interactions in SQ, that allow us to interpret much region imply shock condi
shock results from the colli
of the X-ray evidence in a self-consistent way.
The increased sensitivity of Chandra allows us to identify stripped gas in SQ.
In the strong shock app
several components of extended X-ray emission. 1) The NS
pact with v ∼ 1000 km s −1 ,
a clumpy
structure
the NS
direction
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Modeling Goals & Strategy
Our modeling work is extension of the earlier work of
Renaud et al. (2010) which used an N-body stellar dynamics code
adding thermohydrodynamic effects to the N-body models.
The primary goal is
to figure out the dynamical interaction history
in hopes that SQ is a prototypical
and that teaches us about other systems too.
Several interactions seem to occur sequentially:
a sequence of two-at-a-time collisions
(which makes modeling of this complex system more feasible).
Three major stages:
(1) to reproduce the inner and outer tails in a good configuration, ==> based on
the 3 scenarios
stripping much of gas off the involving members,
(2) to test the occurrence of any intermediate interaction before the present,
(3) to make a high-speed collision between Intruder & the IGM.

The Simulation Code
The SPH code of Struck (1997, ApJS, 113, 269):
- Hydrodynamical forces are computed with a spline kernel on a grid.
- Local self-gravity is calculated between gas particles in adjacent cells.
- Each model galaxy consists of two disks with gas & collisionless star particles, &
a rigid dark matter halo.
- Simple treatment of heating & cooling for gas particles are included.
- Star-forming gas particles are identified by using density & temp. thresholds.
- A restricted 3-body approximation for the halos is used to simulate the
large-scale dynamics.
- The effects of dynamical friction are included, in some cases.
- The non-inertial reference frame of a “primary” galaxy is used.
- The code variables are dimensionless &
are converted to the physical units after simulations.

Models of Type A, B, & C
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Fig. 10. X-ray contours (from the 0.5–2.0 keV band adaptively
smoothed map) superimposed on optical emission line and radio continuum data. Contours are overlayed on: a) X-ray image, binned to
2## × 2## pixels; b) Hα emission in the 6500 km s−1 SQ velocity range;
c) Hα emission in the 5700 km s−1 new intruder velocity range; d)
1400 MHz radio continuum emission. Images have all the same scale.

shows that emission line ratios from gas coincident with the NS
region imply shock conditions. In the simplest scenario, the
shock results from the collision of NGC 7318b with previously

two passages does not allow the required separation, as
visible on Figure 4. To verify this, we have run a systematic survey on the orbital parameters space, made
of 96 simulations involving NGC 7319 and NGC 7320c.
As no model gives the right final separation between the
two progenitors after two passages, we conclude that it
is very unlikely that the same galaxy creates both arms
during two different interaction events.
In another scenario, the collider and the main disk interact only once, and both tails are created at the same
time. Indeed, the effect of the dynamical friction is considerably reduced and the orbital decay becomes less
important than in the two passages scenario. With a
highly inclined encounter (an approach commonly used
for M 51, see e.g. Toomre & Toomre 1973; Theis & Spinneker 2003) the tidal bridge forms between the collider
and the main disk, while a counter-tail is created in the
opposite side of the disk, representing the inner and outer
plumes, respectively. In our simulations, the mass ratio,
the inclination of the orbital plane and the impact velocity have been adjusted to avoid the destruction of the
disk on the one hand, and the merger of the two progenitors on the other. After few tests, a good agreement
with observations has been found for the position and
inclination of the tails, as shown in Figure 5. However

Models C: The outer tail --> by Eastern
The inner tail --> by Mama
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Moles et al. (1997) proposed a dynamical model for SQ to
explain the observational evidence. Using a larger body of multiwavelength data, S01 recently evaluated and tested their “two
intruder” scenario, that interprets twin tidal tails as the products
of two subsequent passages of NGC 7320c, the old intruder,
through the group (cf. Fig. 9). The new intruder, NGC 7318b,
is now entering SQ with a relative line of sight velocity of
∼1000 km s −1 . Some aspects of the two intruder scenario are
not shared by all investigators (e.g. Williams et al. 2002), but
there is a consensus about the evidence of past and present
episodes of interactions in SQ, that allow us to interpret much
of the X-ray evidence in a self-consistent way.

33:59:00

22:36:00

Fig. 9. A very schematic view of the presumed path of the old intruder
NGC 7320c. The image of new intruder NGC 7318b is suppressed
(shaded out) since it was not in SQ at the time.

x : initial positions

Models B: The outer tail --> by Eastern (earlier encounter)
The inner tail --> by Eastern (recent encounter)
Fig. 4.— Hypothesis of the creation of two tails by a single collider. The figure plots the morphology of the system after the first
pericenter passage. The outer tail is already well developed in the
southern part. Solid and dotted lines shows the orbital decay in
the trajectories of the collider and the main galaxy, respectively.
Initial positions are marked with ×. The second pericenter passage
will lead to a strong loss of orbital energy and finally the merger
of the two progenitors. Therefore, this scenario has been rejected.

Models A: Both tails --> by Eastern (a single encounter)

Models C
Models C (based on Scenario C):
to produce the outer tail from an encounter of Eastern/Papa,
and then the inner tail from a different encounter of Mama/Papa.

(Renaud et al. 2010)

Our models show that
reconstructing the parallel tails one after one in a good configuration
out of a disk of Papa by two different close encounters
is very difficult and unlikely.
Papa, Mama, Intruder, & Eastern

Fig. 6.— Schematic view of the orbits of the two colliders around
the main galaxy. According to the ages of the tails (and thus
the ages of the tidal interactions) the two colliders might interact
where their trajectories cross. Circles show the position of the three
galaxies at present time.

deed, after its collision, NGC 7320c flies eastward, north
of the main disk, while NGC 7318a is approaching to circle around the the main galaxy from north-east to southwest, as shown in Figure 6. The lack of observational
clues (like tails between NGC 7318a and NGC 7320c or
a common halo) suggests that the two galaxies have not
interacted with each other. In order to keep the same
timescales and the same orbits with respect to the main
galaxy, the only solution to avoid the collision between
NGC 7318a and NGC 7320c is that they do not share
the same orbital plane. According to the measured radial velocities, the second collider might be behind the
first one, at present time. This suggests to tilt the orbital
plane of NGC 7319a so that it starts closer to the Earth,
interacts with the main galaxy, and then goes behind.
By doing this, the trajectories of the two colliders do not
cross.
This scenario involving three galaxies allows to tune
the initial parameters in order to place the two intruders
at their right positions after the interaction, i.e. in the
far east for NGC 7320c and near the center, ready for
a collision with NGC 7318b, in the case of NGC 7318a.
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Models C
In models C,
when Mama passes the vicinity of Papa,
Mama destroys/disturbs the early generated nearby delicate tidal features.

Models A
In models A,
Mama do not contribute in generating any of the parallel tail.
Mama needs to stay far from the parallel tails so that they can grow
in a good configuration.

Models A
In models A,
The initial orbit of Mama is not strongly constrained.

The Fiducial Model
The fiducial model (a representative of models A) designed:
(1) to generate the inner & outer tails simultaneously
by a close encounter of Eastern (G4) with Papa (G1),
21
(2) to have a collision between Mama (G2) & Intruder (G3)
far below the plane of Papa,
Table 2.1 Initial parameters of the fiducial model
The initial parameters of the fiducial model
G1
G2
G3
(3) to make a high-speed collision
Halo masses (×10 M )
12.6
8.2
7.1
Halo cutoff radii (kpc)
135.0
55.0
80.0
between Intruder (G3) & the IGM.
Gas disk radii (kpc)
27.0
8.0
16.0
a

10

c

!

Stellar disk radii (kpc)
Gas particle numbers
Star particle numbers
Disk orientationsd
Initial center positionse
(x,y,z) (kpc)
Initial center velocities f
(vx ,vy ,vz ) (km s−1 )

b

G4
2.4
45.0
9.0
7.0
7,480
4,960

18.0
68,680
32,000

11.0
6,000
11,760
180◦ about x-axis

11.0
24,000
11,760
180◦ about x-axis

at origin

(−70.0, 10.0, −20.0)

(12.0, 2.0, −340.0)

(12.5, −15.3, 15.3)

(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)

(110.0, −27.0, −72.5)

(20.0, −7.5, 300.0)

(35.9, 79.5, −77.5)

a

North

60

50
0

40

!50

20
G3

East

Z

Y

G2
0

West

!20

G4

!150
!200

!40
!60

!100

!250
South

!80 !60 !40 !20

X

0

20

40

60

The given halo mass is that contained within a halo cut-off radius. Gas and star disk masses are
100
negligible in this model; see text.
b
Physical units used in this table. Conversion
from code units described in text.
50
c
In this model,G4
the halo cut-off radii for G1, G3, and G4 are
G4set to five times their gas disk radii;
0 halo is applied.
G2 for dG2, five times its star disk radius. No group
All galaxy disks are initialized in the x-y plane and then rotated as necessary. In this model, G1
G2
!50
and G4 are set in the x-y plane with counter-clockwise
directional spins, and G2 and G3 with clockwise
directional spins. No additional tilts are applied in this model.
e
!100
Coordinates defined in a conventional,
right-handed frame, with the origin fixed at the center of the
primary, G1. The x-y plane is defined as the plane of the sky, and positive z as the direction towards
!150
the observer.
f
Positive z velocities are towards us.!200

Z

100

!250
Evolution of the fiducial model
!300
!300
G3
The fiducial model is designed firstly
and outer tails simultaneously
!350
!350to generate the innerG3
!80 !60 !40 !20 0 20 40 60
!60 !40 !20 0 20 40 60
X
by a close encounter
of G4 with G1 (as suggested in scenario
Y A in Section 2.2.2), then at
2.4.1

the second stage to have a collision between G2 and G3 relatively far below the plane of G1,
and finally at the third stage to make a high-speed collision between G3 and the material

Model Results
Evolution of star particles at 4 times:
1. Early development of the parallel tails.
2. The onset of the collision between Mama / Intruder.
3. During the high-speed collision between Intruder / IGM.
4. Shortly after the high-speed collision.
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Papa, Mama, Intruder, & Eastern

t2

t3

t4
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Figure 2.5 Four snapshots from the fiducial model of star particles projected on

Figure 2.5 Four snapshots from the fiducial model of star particles projected on
to the x-y plane. In each panel, particles originating from G1, G2, G3,
and G4 are plotted with red, green, blue, and cyan dots, respectively

to the x-y plane. In each panel, particles originating from G1, G2, G3,
and G4 are plotted with red, green, blue, and cyan dots, respectively
(the red dots were plotted at first and then green, blue, and cyan dots
in order). The orbital trajectories (see Figure 2.4) of the members are
overlaid in the same colors used for the particles. Time indicated in
each panel is measured from the closest approach between G1 and
G4. In the top-left panel, the star particles of G2 and G3 are not
displayed in order to show the bridge and counter-tail pulled out of
G1 clearly (instead, the center positions of G2 and G3 are indicated
with small green and blue rings). The top-right panel is at the onset
of the collision between G2 and G3 (see Figure 2.6 for the view in
the x-z plane). The bottom-left and bottom-right panels are at times
Figure 2.6 near
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Papa, Mama, Intruder, & Eastern

Evolution of gas particles at 4 times:
1. Early development of the parallel tails.
2. The onset of the collision between Mama / Intruder.
3. During the high-speed collision between Intruder / IGM.
34
4. Shortly after the high-speed collision.
Gas tends to be affected more by encounters than stars.
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Figure 2.7 Four snapshots from the fiducial model of gas particles projected on
to the x-y plane. These snapshots are taken at the same times to
those in Figure 2.5, showing the distribution of gas particles. Colors
are used in the same ways in Figure 2.5 (red for G1, green for G2, blue
for G3, and cyan for G4). In the top-left panel, the gas particles of G2
and G3 are not displayed in order to show the bridge and counter-tail
pulled out of G1 clearly (instead, the center positions of G2 and G3
are indicated with small green and blue rings). The views in the x-z
plane are presented in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.7 Four snapshots from the fiducial model of gas particles projected on
to the x-y plane. These snapshots are taken at the same times to
those in Figure 2.5, showing the distribution of gas particles. Colors

Figure 2.8 Four snapshots from the fiducial model of gas particles projected on
to the x-z plane. These are the same snapshots to those in Figure
2.7, showing from the side. (The distribution of star particles at the

Model Results
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High-Vr gas:
- mostly from Papa, Mama, & Eastern
- bulk of gas along the parallel tails
- some gas at N of Intruder (W of Papa)
forming a compact feature

t4

Intermediate-Vr gas:
- mostly from Intruder & Papa
- gas at N of Intruder
in a more extended feature
Low-Vr gas:
- mostly from Intruder
- Some diffuse gas at S of Intruder

Figure 2.9 Gas particles of the fiducial model at t = 1070 Myr in three vr ranges.
(The time is the same to the forth snapshots presented in Figures 2.5
through 2.8.) The top to bottom rows show the gas particles in high,

Model Results
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The hot gas in high-Vr range (during the high-speed collision)
shows an elongated feature at W of Papa.

t3
Little star-forming gas is found at the shock region,
indicating the elongated feature is heated
not by star formation, rather by the high-speed collision.

Figure 2.10 Hot to warm gas and star-forming gas particles of the fiducial model
at t = 890 Myr. (The time is the same to the third snapshots
presented in Figures 2.5 through 2.8.) In the top panel, gas particles
exceeding a temperature cur off (see the text) and in the high-vr
range are displayed with red, green, blue, and cyan dots (for the

Model Results
40 Myr

t3

Guillard et al. (2009):
The cooling time is significantly longer than
the age of the shock (~ 5 Myr).
Our models:
Gas particles (clouds) continue to interact
for some tens of millions of years.
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This amounts to decaying turbulence with many small shocks
of various strengths in that region and we think it can account for
the observed emission without much star formation.

Summary

We found a very interesting result in SQ, with collisions on mostly two-at-a-time.

This result may be general, because flyby or the final merger together time
would be short compared to the total orbital time.

So, our major result can be extended to other groups
in studying the evolutionary histories or finding initial conditions of collisions.

Thank you!

